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The Joseph Kerman article “How we got into analysis, and how to get out” is a criticism

of criticism. The meta nature of this piece lends a certain ambiguous feeling to the article and
renders some of it quite obscure. Kerman begins with a large admission on his part, as a student
of music: criticism is generally thought of as a shallow field based entirely on periodic reviews
of the latest musical efforts by contemporary musicians. Kerman admits that most of this
analysis has very little worth. He does say, however, that there exist real musical criticism that is
not tied down so oppressively by analysis. But what exactly is analysis, and why is it bad?
Kerman defines analysis as an attempt to find and define the function of the piece of music as
well as the “synthetic elements,” (Kerman p. 312). The problem with this manner of criticism is
that it doesn’t facilitate expression or communication between people, especially between the
composer and his listeners or interested parties. Analysis also doesn’t know how to assess
aesthetics in an intelligent way. Musical analysts defend themselves by saying that their critiques
are indeed objective and try to stay far away from aesthetic value judgments. Kerman closes his
opening section by pointing out that the mere existence of analysis challenges music to define
itself by its own terms.

From here, the author launches into a highly specific survey of different criticisms that
work and those that don’t. Some analysis, he states, has become more sophisticated to the point
where they break down the whole piece into function so as to see whether or not, each piece is
fulfilling its duty. According to the author, this kind of analysis serves as a major movement that
acts against most popular analysis. This new kind of analysis is called organicism. Given that art
is the sublimation of technique into aesthetic values, this might be a more meaningful way to
critique and compare music.

Kerman continues with discussions of Beethoven and Schoenberg and how the analysis
of their pieces gave their pieces immense power within the popular awareness. Schoenberg is a
perfect candidate for organicism, for without breaking down of such a complicated piece, one
would be hard-pressed to find much to discuss in a formal analysis of any of his pieces.

The author then moves to the present discussion in America of positivistic history versus
criticism. Positivistic history looks at timelines of the arts as ways of looking for intellectual
stimulus. Kerman also points out that current academic music composition has reached a real lull
and without a burgeoning music scene, analysis also becomes stale and unexciting. There is no
real way to formalize modern music today, thus the movement has been away from balance and
cohesion. According to the author, you need proof to at least say that the piece accomplishes
anything by changing how we hear that piece.

Kerman also introduces the concept of Musico-poetic analysis in which the texts are also
considered with their relationship to what’s happening musically. This gives a unique
perspective of the composer. The examples he uses are Schumann’s and Schubert’s many lieder.
“[I]f what we value in an artist is his individual vision, rather than the evidence he brings in
support of some general analytical system, we shall certainly want to enter as far as possible into
his idiosyncratic world of personal association and imagery,” (329).

Kerman closes by softening his indictment of musical analysis. He seeks not to make it
obsolete; he only wants to use other tools to provide a more complete picture of a musical work
from different angles and perspectives.


